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We introduce an extension, with the Type:Type assumption, for a higher-order 
functional language, in the framework of Qp (the extension of the type-free lambda 
calculus introduced in R. Amadio and G. Longo (1986b, in “IFIP Conference 
‘Formal Description of Programming Concepts,’ Ebberup (DK), August 1986”)). 
Then, we tind (using the stable functions and Berry’s &-domains) a model for @pp. 
This settles the consistency problem for @p, up to now open, and gives very simple 
mathematical models for higher-order calculi with Type:Type. Such models are 
based on the relevant property that the range of a stable retraction on a dl-domain 
is still a d&domain. Finally, we give the categorical description of the models of 
i$p, based on Moggi-Asperti’s notion of internalization (in A. Asperti, 1988, 
“Models of Higher Order Calculi Internal Categories,” Carnegie-Mellon report, in 
preparation). ‘? 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION: THE SYSTEM llfip AND 
A HIGHER-ORDER FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE WITH TYPE : TYPE 
1.1. The Type : Type Assumption 
Two very different approaches to the higher-order typed (functional) 
languages result whenever we accept, or not, the collection Type of all 
types to be a type itself. 
In Martin-LBfs recent systems, in Girard’s systems F and F,, and in the 
Coquand-Huet system A,, the assumption Type:Type (Type is itself a 
type) is carefully avoided; in the first Martin-L6f system in 1971, and in 
programming languages like those studied by Burstall and Lampson 
(1984), or by Cardelli (1986), such an assumption is explicitly used. 
- In the first case, all computations terminate (strong normalization 
property) and the equality of terms and the questions a:A (has a type A?) 
are both decidable; moreover, we can interpret inhabited types as the 
formulas of a consistent theory. However, there is no explicit recursion in 
the system, and therefore we must write programs in a style which is not 
very natural. 
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- All these properties fail in the second case, when we assume 
Type :Type. As Girard pointed out in 1972, with the Type :Type assump- 
tion we can build up a variant of Russel Paradox in the system which 
yields inconistency: all the formulas are now inhabited, therefore, strong 
normalization fails (it would imply consistency!); that is, not all the 
programs we can write in the language will terminate. However, we can 
now introduce a fixed-point operator in the system, and therefore we can 
use recursion and write programs in a more natural way. 
In the remainder of this Introduction (from 1.2. to 1.4.), we explain how 
a very interesting model theory for the second class of languages, those 
with Type:Type, can be obtained by embedding a higher-order language in 
E& (as in Amadio and Longo 1986b). 
i$p is a natural extension of lambda calculus Q; the main task of the 
paper is then to find, in &domains, a class of models for it. 
1.2. Extending AC with Type: Type 
The interesting possibilities offered by the Type:Type assumption were 
explored by Amadio and Longo (1986b) and by other authors. In that 
paper, one of the most powerful typed languages, the Calculus of Construc- 
tions & of Coquand and Huet, was extended with the axiom * = k 
(Type = Kind), which implies Type : Type. The resulting system was called 
3 .* . *. We introduce I,. * in this subsection. 
The System 1,. * 
Terms : a::=*~fsta~snda~varI(aa)~(a,a)~(~var:u.u)~(Vvar:u.u)~ 
(p var:u.u)1(3 var:u.a). 
Constructions : rtu:T,whereT::=ul*andT={(var:T),...,(var:T)). 
We write capital letters for terms which are types, i.e., for terms A such 
that for some assignment r, r k A : *. 
Well-formed assignments: T(x:A) stands for Tu { (x:A)}, where r is 
an ordered list. 
Assignment 1: /zr ok (the empty assignment is well formed) 
Assignment 2: 
r ok, rf-k*,x$ dom(r) 
J’-(x:A)ok 
From now on, we agree that r /- . . . implies that r is ok. 
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*.1 
*.2 
*.3 
*.4 
*.5 
*.6 
*.7 
*.8 
*.9 
*.10 
rt*:* 
(x:A)~r 
Tkx:A 
T(x:A) tB:* 
rtVx:A.B:* 
T(x:A) ka:B 
F~(lx:A.a):Vx:A.B 
Tka:Vx:A.B, l-t--b:A 
r k (ab): [b/x] B 
I-t-u:A kA=B 
Tku:B 
I-(x:A) k B:* 
rt3x:A.B:* 
Tku:A rkb:[u/x]B 
rt (a, 6):jx:A.B 
Tkc:3x:A.B 
rkfstc:A r--sndc:[fstc/x]B 
T(x:A) ku:A 
r k (px:A.u):A 
(assumption or weakening) 
(types’ V-quantification) 
(abstraction) 
(application) 
(conversion for types) 
(types’ J-quantification) 
(pair) 
(projections) 
(fixed points). 
Conversion rules : 
(‘I 
I-t- (1~x:A.u) b:B 
t-- (Lx:A.u) b = [b/x]u 
(9) 
~~/lx:A.(ux):B, x$FV(u) 
kLx:A.(ux)=a. 
rk(u,b):A 
(71) tfst(u, b) =a tsnd(u,b)=b 
(0) 
r ku:3x:A.B 
t- (fst a, snd a) =a 
(PI 
rt(px:A.u):B 
k(px:A.u)= [(px:A.u)/x]u’ 
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Remark. Assignment and equality in AC and >.*. * are soundly related: 
(i) r/--“ca:Aark’*:*a:A 
(ii) kAca=b* ki*:* a=b. 
In A,.,, we find some rules which are usually optional in the higher- 
order systems: the ye rule for the equality, the rule for 3 (formation, abstrac- 
tion, projection, and equality or 7c rule), and the surjective pairs rule 
(called also the ~7 rule). 
The result is a language both strong and expressive, with the recursion 
operator ,U incoded in it. 
1.3. Amadio-Longo’s Embedding of 1,. .+ in @p 
As pointed out in Section 1.1, the consistency property fails for this 
extension il,., of ;I,. 
Inconsistency does not need to be bad from a computational viewpoint: 
all we need to know while writing the programs is that we can still trust 
the numerical result of a computation, whenever it terminates. This is 
called the consistency of the equational theory: we ask that no two (terms 
representing) different numbers be shown equal. 
Such a feature is typical of the type-free lambda calculus; the main idea 
in the paper of Amadio and Longo was simply to embed all 1., * (terms 
and types together) in an extension 2jp of the type-free lambda calculus 
and show that Qp is equationally consistent. This extension Qp would 
therefore provide a general framework to deal with even the strongest 
functional languages containing the Type : Type assumption. 
In the remainder of this subsection we introduce Qp (in 1.3.1, 1.3.2.) and 
the embedding of j.,., in 2bp together with its first properties (in 1.3.3, 
1.3.4). 
1.3.1. DEFINITION OF @p (WEAK FORM). Amadio-Longo’s extension 
l$p of the @-calculus is obtained by adding to the @-calculus a new 
constant p and the following p rules: 
(RI) P(P)=P 
W) P(X) 0 P(X) = P(.u) (where t~u=~.~.t(u(.u))) 
(R3) 
M~M=M 
p(M)=M’ 
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1.3.2. DEFINITION OF ll/?p (STRONG FORM). The strong form of A/$ is 
obtained by replacing the equational axiom R3 by the first-order axiom: 
(R3’) x ‘J x = x =a p(x) = x. 
Let us call a retraction an idempotent function with domain some set D, 
that is an r: D -+ D such that t-0 r = r; and let us define the range of a 
retraction r as the set of its fixed points: 
rg(r) = (a ED 1 r(a) = a> 
or equivalently as the set of points of the form r(b) for some b ED (since 
r(r(b)) = r(b)). 
We can now restate Rl, R2, R3’ as follows: 
(Rl ) : p is in the range of p; 
(R2) : each point in the range of p is a retraction; 
(R3’): each retraction is in the range of p. 
Therefore p, which is in the range of p, is itself a retraction. 
The Y, C , ] in the next definition are the usual fixed-point operator 
and the usual pairing function definable in the lambda calculus; fst, snd are 
the corresponding first and second projections. 
1.3.3. DEFINITION OF THE EMBEDDING OF A*.* IN @p. Let a be a term 
of 1 *.*7 and define its interpretation (a)’ in Qp by induction on r as 
follows: 
Step 1 (r= @). 
(x)=x 
<*>=p 
(Vx:A.B)=lzt.(Lx.(B))((A)t)(z((A)t)), z, t $ FV( AB) 
(dx:A.b) = (lx. (b))o (A) 
Cab) = (a)(b) 
(lx:A.B)=;ly.[(A)(fst y), (Lx:A.B)(fsty)(sndy)], Y 4 WA@ 
(px:A.a) = Y((1x:A.a)) 
<a, b> = C(a), <b)l 
(fst a) =fst(a) 
(snd a) = snd(a). 
Step 2. For 
r= {(x1 :A,), . . . . (x,:A,)} and Ti= {(x,:A,),..., (xi-,, A,-,)}, 
let Ni= (Ai)C.~i. Then (a)‘= [N,/x,, . . . . N,/x,](a). 
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1.3.4. THEOREM (Amadio and Longo, 1986b (correctness). 
(i) For every r, a, A : 
r t;,, a:A + %/?p + (a)‘= (A)r(a>F. 
(ii) For every a, b : 
Ii,:, a=b =S %fip k (a)r= (b)? 
Moreover, types in 2,. * go into the range of p, that is for every r, A : 
(iii) rt--,*,* A:*=Qp OPT= (A)‘. 
In point (i) the theorem says that we can soundly interpret a:A as 
(a)F= (A)F(a)r; that is, “(a)F is in the range of (A)““. In point (ii), 
we say that the equality in A*. * is interpreted as the equality in @p. 
Point (iii) of the above theorem gives an interesting intuitive interpreta- 
tion for types in J,*. * : indeed, types are interpreted as the elements of the 
range of p, that is ‘as restractions. In particular, * (Type) itself is inter- 
preted as the retraction p, which belongs to the range of p (or intuitively, 
it is a type) by Rl. Therefore, the axiom p(p) = p becomes the interpreta- 
tion of “Type belongs to the set of all types,” or “Type is a type.” 
In such a way, a very simple extension %/?p of the lambda calculus 
provides an interesting interpretation for the strong system ;1*. * containing 
the Type:Type assumption. Therefore, if Qp is consistent, we deduce the 
equational consistency of 1,. *. 
The (relative) consistency result is not at all trivial, since i, . * contains 
rules, like the q rule and the surjective pairings rule, which are not valid in 
the lambda calculus (neither in n/?p itself!). 
1.4. Why Look for a Model of Rfip? 
In this paper, we determine a class of models for &Ip. By 1.3, we have 
two reasons to look for a model of E./?p: 
- we need the consistency of 2jp to deduce the equational consistency 
of I”,., from Amadio-Longo’s theorem; 
- we could obtain, from every model of Q?p, a model for A*. * and 
i,, via the syntactical interpretation of A*. * in 2g (and the obvious inter- 
pretation of AC in A*. *). 
643’94;2-7 
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In this subsection, we see that the most obvious models for Qp, the 
linitary retraction models of Scott (1980) and McCracken (1979), fail. 
These models were the source of inspiration for @?p, but they are not 
sound for it. 
1.4.1. DEFINITION. A finitary retraction model is obtained from a Scott 
model D of the type-free lambda calculus, for any p E D such that: 
U-1) P(P) = P; 
(FR2) p(x) 0 p(x) = p(x) and “rg(p(x)) is a sub-Scott domain of D”; 
(FR3) x0x = x and “rg(x) is a sub-Scott domain of D” = p(x) = x. 
In Scott (1980) it was proved that we can always find such a p. 
Let us call finitary a retraction whose range is a sub-Scott domain of D. 
We can see that FR2, FR3 ask about p less than R2, R3’ ask about p: 
while rg(p) (in the strong form of Qp) is the set of all retractions, rg(p) 
is instead only the set of the linitary ones. 
Moreover, is not even obvious if a linitary retraction model satisfies the 
weak form of Qp: for the rule R3 to be satisfied, we need that, if the weak 
form of Aj?p proves that MOM= M, then (the interpretation of) M is a 
linitary retraction. There is no answer, up to now, to such a question. 
Thus, we have no obvious model for Qp. 
There is no absolute need of a model for %/?p: in Amadio et al. (1986a), 
a linitary projection model was found for a consistent subsystem of k/lp; 
such a subsystem was enough to interpret 1,. *. In this way, we also obtain 
an interesting model for A,. *; however: ’ 
-the axioms of that subsystem are ad hoc, one for each logical 
constant of 1,. *. We have no common framework for the systems 
with Type:Typej every time we would like to extend A,. * with some new 
constants, likely we should extend the subsystem of Aj3p ‘in order to prove 
the equational consistency of the corresponding new rules. 
-the elegant simplicity and the simple intuitive meaning of A/3p is 
lost. 
Therefore the paper of Amadio and Longo ended with the conjecture of 
the constency of Agp, a conjecture somewhat inspired by early ideas in 
Scott (1972). 
We give a positive answer to the above conjecture in the remainder of 
the paper. We organize the matter as follows: 
-in Section 2, we give a short outline of Scott domains and stable 
functions; 
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- in Section 3 and 4 we describe briefly d&domains (see Berry, 1978) 
and we prove the properties of such domains we need in the following; 
-finally, in Section 5, we prove that every dZ-domain, which is 
already a model of the lambda calculus, can be extended to a model of Iflp 
(and since there are plenty of Berry’s domain models of the lambda 
calculus, we build up a wide class of models for E& and Type:Type); 
-in Section 6, we give a categorical outlook of all the work done, 
translating in categorical terms the notion of model for the strong form of 
n/Q, We need Moggi-Asperti’s notion of internalization (see Asperti (1988) 
or Asperti and Longo (1989)). 
Sections 3-5 are intended to give an insight into relevant structural 
properties of dl-domains,, which also are worth exploring independent of 
the use we make of them in this consistency result. 
2. SCOTT’S RETRACTION MODEL AND THE STABILITY PROPERTY 
In this section we briefly introduce Scott domains (in 2.1) and con- 
tinuous and stable functions (in 2.2.), and we point out (in 2.3) why there 
is no model for @J in Scott domains (at least, no known model). 
2.1. Scott domains (Scott, 1976) 
2.1.1. DEFINITION OF A SCOTT DOMAIN. A Scott domain is a partial 
ordered set D such that: 
-D is cpo: every directed subset of D (even the empty set) has a sup. 
- D is consistently complete: every bounded subset of D has a sup. 
- D is algebraic: every element of D is a sup of some set of compact 
elements. 
(By “sup” we mean “lowest upper bound,” and by “compact element X” we 
mean an x such that I d U yi and .( yj) directed imply x < yi for some i. 
A set I is “directed” iff X, y E I imply X, y Q z, for some z E I.) 
2.1.2. DEFINITION OF A CONTINUOUS FUNCTION. A function f: D --+ D’ 
(D, D’ Scott domains) is continuous iff 
x = sup I implies f(~) = sup f(Z), for every non-empty directed set I. 
Let us indicate the set of such continuous functions by [D + D’]; it is well 
known that, ordering the functions pointwise, [D + D’] becomes another 
Scott domain. 
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Every Scott domain D may be thought of as a set of information (input) 
for a program f; which is represented by a continuous function f: D + D’. 
The compact elements of D below some .Y E D represent the finite subsets 
of information about x we can effectively use in the computation of f(x). 
Suppose x is a numerical function, that is, a particular set of ordered 
pairs (n, x(n)) of integers, and f is a functional from numerical functions 
to the integers. Then, the compact elements below x represent the finite 
subsets {(n,, x(n,)), . . . . (nk, x(n,))> of x we really use computing f(x). 
2.2. The Stability Proper? 
2.2.1. DEFINITION. A stable function is a continuous function f: D + D’ 
(D, D’ Scott domains) such that 
a, b consistent (i.e., a, b < c, for some c) *f(a n b) =f(a) nf(b). 
2.2.2. DEFINITION. A Scott domain satisfies the strong finiteness 
property iff the set of elements below x is a finite set of compact elements. 
The strong finiteness property simply formalizes our idea of finiteness; 
the stability property holds for a function f (function from a strongly finite 
Scott domain D) when every finite subset of every output f(x) can be 
obtained from some minimum finite subset of x (see the next section for a 
proof). Not all the algortihms are stable; consider, for instance, the parallel 
or. The value T= “truth” can be obtained from (T, I) and from (I, T) 
(I= indeterminate truth value), but not from (Z, I) = (T, I) n (I, T): this is 
because I= Z or Z, that is, the indeterminate pair of truth values gives an 
indeterminate output. 
More formally, not all of the Scott continuous functions are stable and 
not all of the Scott domains are strongly finite; however, by restricting our- 
selves to this special class of algorithms and Scott domain we obtain a 
generally simpler theory (as done in Berry (1978) and Girard (1986)). 
2.3. The Retraction Model for Qp 
It is well known that we can interpret the lambda calculus in every Scott 
domain D such that [D + D] is (isomorphic to) the range of some retrac- 
tion on D. Now, let us go back to the end of 1.6 and ask: why it is not 
possible to simply give a model of (the strong form of) Il/lp using Scott 
and McCracken’s retraction model, that is, by interpreting p as that 
p E [D --+ D] such that 
rg(p) = {f E [D + D] 1 f finitary retraction]? 
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We stumble across the following difficulty: Ershov showed that there are 
continuous retractions on Scott models which are not finitary (see Ershov, 
in Barendregt (1984, pp. 491492). Moreover, there is a Scott model D of 
the lambda calculus, such that no range of any retraction on [D + D] can 
be the set of all retractions, that is, D is not a model of (the strong form of) 
UP. 
Let us see what goes wrong: Ershov found a highly irregular subclass of 
the continuous retractions, the non-extensive ones, defined by 
x 6 Y(X), x compact element of D * x bottom of D. 
In P(o) (the Scott domain of the subset of w  ordered by inclusion) it can 
be shown that there are non-trivial (not constantly equal to the bottom 
of D) non-extensive retractions. Ershov showed that the range of a non- 
extensive and non-trivial retraction cannot be a Scott domain, that is, that 
such retractions are not tinitary. Moreover, Ershov showed, again using 
such retractions, that no range of any continuous retraction can be the set 
of all retractions. 
We try another approach, observing that the existence of non-extensive 
retractions is a strong negation of the stability property. Let us consider a 
compact element h in some strongly finite Scott domain D with h < r(x) = x 
for some stable retraction r on D. Choose the minimum compact element 
k 6 .X such that h < r(k). Then it is easy to see that k < r(k); that is, the set 
K= {kED (k compact and k<r(k)J 
consists only of the bottom element for non-extensive retraction and “plays 
a central role” in the stable one (see 4.2 for a description of the important 
properties of K). 
Therefore, instead of restricting the set of retractions in [D -+ D’], we try 
to undo the difficulties restricting the Scott domains to the strongly finite 
ones, and the whole [D -+ D’] to the stable functions; that is, we construct 
our retraction model in the category of dl and stable functions (see Berry 
(1978) and Section 3). 
3. A QUICK LOOK AT THE CATEGORY OF dl’s AND STABLE FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we introduce the category of d&domain, a category 
where, in Section 5, we find a model for Aj?p and Type:Type. We also 
prove basic properties of dl’s, ail corresponding to well-known properties 
of Scott domains and concerning: 
-the trace of a function (in 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5); 
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-the closure of dZ’s by formation of function spaces [D -+ D’] 
(in 3.6). 
3.1. dl’s and Qualitative Domains 
3.1.1. DEFINITION OF dZ-DOMAIN D (Berry, 1978). A dZ is a Scott 
domain (see 2.1) such that: 
(i) below each compact element there are finitely many elements; 
(ii) if y, z are consistent elements of D, then 
xn(yuz)=(xny)u(xnz). 
3.1.2. DEFINITION OF QUALITATIVE DOMAINS (Girard, 1986). A quali- 
tative domain is a preorder of sets closed by subsets and is a Scott domain. 
Equivalently, a qualitative domain is a Scott domain where every ele- 
ment is the union of the atoms below itself (an atom is a minimal element 
above the bottom; each element is identified which the set of the atoms 
below itself). 
Every qualitative domain D’ is a dZ, since: 
-below every compact element k there are exactly 21kl compact 
elements of D’ (the compact elements of D’ are exactly the sets with finite 
elements); 
-distributivity between n and u is set theoretically true and, so, it 
is true in D’. 
However, the converse is false even in trivial cases; the reader can check 
that D = {x, y, z} (with X-C y < z) is a d&domain which is not isomorphic 
to any qualitative domain. 
3.2. Trace of a Stable Function 
3.2.1. DEFINITION OF TRACE OF J: Trace of f = {(k, h) ( k, h compact 
elements of D and k minimal such that h <f(k)) = Tr(f). The trace is an 
alternative description of a function in terms of pairs of compact elements. 
Our trace is smaller than Scott’s trace (we ask k minimal), but larger than 
Girard’s trace: when D is a qualitative domain, we do not ask that k be a 
singleton (an atom). 
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3.2.2. LEMMA. Tr( f) satisfies the following properties: 
6) k,, . . . . k, consistent and (k,, h,), . . . . (k,, h,) E Tr(f) 
=h 1, . . . . h, consistent and (k, u . . . u k,, h, u . . . u h,) 6 Tr(f). 
(ii) (k, h) E Tr(f) and h’ < h =S (k’, h’) E Tr(f), for some k’ < k. 
(iii) (k, h), (k’, h) E Tr(f) and k, k’ consistent *k = k’. 
Prooj (i) If k,, . . . . k, are consistent then k, v ... u k, exists; for 
i= 1, . . . . n we have hi6f(k,)<f(k,u ... uk,), hence h,u ... uh, exists 
(below f(k, u . . . u k,)). 
We must now check that (k, u ... u k,, h, u ... u h,) E Tr(f). We 
already observed that hi u . . . u h, d f(k, u . . . u k,); now, let us suppose 
that, for some k compact and consistent with k, u ... u k,, we have 
h,u . . . u h, <f(k). Then hi <f(k) and k,, k are consistent; by minimality 
of ki, it follows that k, d k. Thus, k, u . . . u k, d k; by definition of Tr(f), 
we deduce (k,u ... uk,, h,u ... uh,)ETr(f). 
(ii) Let (k, h) ~Tr(f) and h’ <h. Then h’ is compact, because there 
are only finitely many compact elements below h, and thus h’ is the union 
of finitely many compact elements. Since h’ 6 f(k), we can look for a mini- 
mal compact k’ below k and such that h’<f(k’). There are only finitely 
many of such k’, thus a minimal k’ exists. 
(iii) If h <f(k) and f(k’) then, by stability of f (since k, k’ are con- 
sistent), we have h <f(k n k’). By minimality of k, k’, from k n k’ <k, k’ 
we deduce k = k n k’ = k’. 
3.3. First Properties of the Trace 
In this subsection we see that we can identify a function with its trace. 
3.3.1. LEMMA. (a) From Tr(f) we can compute f with the following 
formula: 
f(x) = U (h I for some k 6 x, (k, h) E Tr(f I}. 
(b) Each set of pairs of compact elements satisfying (i)-(iii) of Lemma 
3.2.2 is a trace of the function defined by the formula above. 
Proof: (a) Obviously the right-hand side of this formula is less than or 
equal to the left-hand side. If h <f(x) is compact, then by continuity off 
there is a k < x, compact and such that h <f(k). Below k there are only 
finitely many k’ with the same property; therefore, we can choose a mini- 
mal k’. By definition, (k’, h) E Tr(f); thus, h is less than, or equal to, the 
right-hand side of the formula. 
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(b) We must check that, if X satisfies (ik(iii) of 3.2.2, then 
f(x) = (J {h 1 for some k 6 x, (k, h) E X} 
is a stable function and Tr(f) = A’. 
f is well defined. The set {h 1 for some k d x, (k, h) E X} is directed 
by (i); thus, f(x) exists. 
f is continuous. Let x = lJk cOmpact G.~ k. If, for some k < x, we have 
(k, h) E X, it follows that f(k) > h. Therefore, Uk compact G I f(k) 2 h for each 
such hi thus> Ukcompact 6.x f(k) 2 f(x) (since f(x) is the sup of all such h). 
The converse is obvious. 
f is stable. Let x, y be consistent. Since f is continuous, it is 
increasing and therefore f(x) n f  ( y) 3 f  (x n y  ), 
In order to prove the opposite inequality, we suppose that, for some 
k 6 x, k’6 y, we have (k, h), (k’, h’)~ X, and we must check that 
h n h’ <f (x n y). The thesis would follow, then, by continuity of n. 
By property (ii) of X, since h n h’ < h, h’, for some i < k, i’ < k’ we have 
(i, h n h’), (i’, h n h’) E X. Since x, y are consistent, also k, k’ and i, i’ are 
consistent. Then, by property (iii) of X, it follows that i= i’, and thus 
ibxny. Since (i, h n h’) E X, we conclude that h n h’d f(xn y), as 
wished. 
Tr(f) 2 X. If (k, h) E X, then f(k) 3 h; now we must check that, if 
k’ < k and f  (k’) > h, then k’ = k. 
Since h is compact, and f(k’) = U (i 1 for some j< k’, (j, i) E X} 
from f(k’) > h it follows that, for some ji, . . . . j, ,< k’, we have 
(j,,i,) ,..., (j,, i,)EXand i,u ... ui,ah. By (i), if we put i=i,u ... ui, 
and j=j,u “. uj,, we have j< k’, (j, i) E X, and i 2 h. By (ii), for some 
j’<j we have (j’, h)EX; by (iii), since (k, h)d’and j’<j<k’<k, we 
have j’ = k, and thus k’ = k. 
Xz Tr(f ). If (k, h) E Tr(f ), then k is minimal such that f(k) 2 h. 
From f(k) 2 h, we can deduce, using (i)-(iii) as in the previous point, that 
for some j < k we have (j, h) E A’. It follows that f(j) 2 h. By minimality of 
k, we have j = k and (k, h) E A’, as wished. 
3.3.2. Remark, We have proved that for each trace there is exactly one 
stable function; in the following we iden@ the function with its truce, for 
instance, we say 
(k, h) E f  instead of (k, h) E Trace off. 
3.3.3. DEFINITION. We say that f< g in the Berry order iff 
a, b consistent df(a n 6) =f(a) n g(b). 
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3.3.4. LEMMA. Zff, g are stable functions, then 
f < g in the Berry order o Tr(f) is included in Tr( g). 
Proof Left to the reader. Alternatively, the reader could take 3.3.4 as 
a definition of Berry’s order, since we never need the original one. 
3.4. Composition and Trace 
In this subsection we consider how composition fo g of stable functions 
behaves with respect to Trace(f), Trace(g). We identify a function with its 
trace, for instance, we say that f is finite when Tr(f) is finite. 
3.4.1. LEMMA. Let f, g be stable functions: D + D: 
(i) fog={(i,k)Iforsome j, (i,jEgand(j,k)Ef}; 
(ii) j in the above formula is unique; 
(iii) J; gfinite*f ogfinite; 
(iv) composition is a stable operation. 
Proof. (i) Let (i,j)E g and (j, ZC)E~; then j< g(i) and k<f(j), so 
k < f( g(i)). Moreover, if k d f (g(i’)) and i, i’ consistent then, for some 
j’6 g(i’), (j’, k) E f: since i, i’ are consistent j, j’ also are; then, by the 
stability off, j =j’. Moreover, by the stability of g, one has i < i’. 
(ii) Easy. 
(iii) If 0 g/ < lgl If 1 (If I denotes the number of elements off ). 
(iv) Easy, by 3.4(ii) above. 
Remark. By induction on k we can now easily prove that the kth 
power is a stable function and that it maps finite functions in finite 
functions. 
3.5. Functions below a Given Function 
In this subsection we consider a probelm which will have a technical role 
afterward: let Z be a subset of a (trace of) a stable function f; can we 
extend, in a natural way, the subset Z to a stable function included in f? 
3.51. EXTENSION LEMMA. Let f be a stable function, f 1 Z, and Z’ be the 
closure of Z downward in f (with respect to ihe product order). Then : 
(a) g= {(k,u ... uk,, h,u ... uh,)Efl(k,,h,),..., (k,,h,)EZ’j is 
the smallest function g’ < f containing I; 
(b) if Z is finite, then g is finite. 
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Proof: (a) By 3.2(ii), (i) every such g’ contains g; we must only prove 
that g satisfies 3.2(i)-(iii). The property (iii) is inherited from f; (i) follows 
by construction; let us check (ii). (As matter of fact, the proof of (ii) is 
the only point in the paper where we really need that x A (y u z) = 
(xn y) u (xnz); it cannot be avoided, however). 
Since f satisfies (ii), to show that g inherits (ii) we must show that 
(k,h)~f, k<k,u . ..uk., hdhlu . ..ulz., (k,,h,),...,(k,,h,)EZ’ 
*kh)Eg. 
Put k;=knki and h,!=hnhi. Since xn(yuz)=(xny)u(xnz), we 
have 
k = k n (k, u . . . u k,) = k’, u . . ’ u k; 
and 
h = h n (h, u ... uh,)=h;u ... uh;. 
By 3.2(ii), from (k,, hi) E I’ and h,! 6 hi we deduce that, for some k(’ < ki, 
we have (kj’, hi) E I’. Since by hypothesis k,, . . . . k, are consistent, k;, . . . . kz 
also are consistent; therefore, if we put k” = k; u ... u ki, by 3.2(i) we 
have 
(kj’u . . . u k;, h; u . . u h;) = (k”, h) E$ 
By definition of g, (k”, h) E g. Both k, k” are <k, u .. . u k,; then, by 
(3.2(iii) it follows that k” = k, and thus (k, h) E g, as wished. 
(b) If Z is finite, I’ also is finite, since in a dZ below a pair of compact 
elements there is only a finite number of pairs of compact elements. The 
definition of g uses only subsets of I’ whose first components are mutually 
consistent: it follows that 1 gl < 2”“. 
3.6. The Function Space [D + D’] 
3.6.1. THEOREM. Let D be a dl-domain. Then: 
(i) [D + D] is closed by directed unions; 
(ii) the compact elements in [D + D] are exactly the finite functions 
(with trace finite); 
(iii) [D + D] is a dl-domain. 
Proof: Left to the reader: (i) follows from 3.2.2, (ii) from 3.5(b), and 
(iii) from (ii) and 3.5(b). 
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4. RETRACTIONS ON A d&DOMAIN 
We already pointed out (in 2.3) that the range of a continuous retraction 
on a Scott domain does not need to be a Scott domain, and that this was 
the reason why there is no (known) model for E&J in Scott domains. 
In this Section 4, we check, instead, that the range of a stable retraction 
on a dZ is still a dZ; this is the reason why, in Section 5, we determine a 
model for R/?ZJ in dZ-domains. 
Notational Convention. Throughout Section 4, 
- by /2 and !,J we mean the sup and the inf in the range of the Y we 
are talking about; 
- IJ and n still indicate the sup and the inf in D. 
Rg(r) is a shorthand for “range of r (continuous retraction on a Scott 
domain)“; remark that x E rg(r) iff r(x) = x iff x is r(y) for some y E D. 
4.1. Continuous Retractions on a Scott Domain 
In the subsection we compare the behavior of A and V (inf and sup in 
rg(r)) with the behavior of IJ and fi (inf and sup in D), proving that rg(r) 
is always a consistently complete cpo (see 2.1). 
4.1.1. LEMMA. Let r be a continuous retraction on a Scott domain D. 
Then : 
(i) a subset of rg(r) is consistent in rg(r) tjjf it is consistent in D; 
(ii) V vi = r(U vi) 2 U vi (the sup V in rg(r) is greater than or equal 
to the sup U in D); 
(iii) V yi directed = IJ vi (the sup V in rg(r) is equal to the sup U in 
D, if the set is directed); 
(iv) A y, = r(r) y,) < n yi (the inf /j in rg(r) is less than or equal to 
the inf n in D). 
ProoJ: (i) If {J);} is consistent in rg(r), then it is consistent in D; thus, 
U yj exists in D. Moreover, r(U yi) 2 r( yi) = yi by definition; hence, 
r(lJ y,) 2 IJ yi. Therefore { yi} is consistent in rg(r); the converse is 
obvious. 
(ii) If z E rg(r) and z 2 yi for every i, then z b lJ -vi; thus, 
z = r(z) 3 r( U -vi). 
(iii) By continuity of r. 
(iv) If z erg and z < ~7~ for every i, then z< n yj and thus 
z = r(2) G r(n y,). 
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Let us observe that (iii) tells us that the canonical injection j: rg(r) + D 
is continuous. 
4.1.2. COROLLARY. The range of a continuous retraction r on a Scott 
domain D is a (consistently complete) cpo. 
Proof: By definition of consistently complete cpo (see 2.1) and 4.1.1 
4.2. Stable Retractions and Scott Domains 
In this subsection we prove that the range of a stable retraction on a dZ 
is always a Scott domain (which is almost the statement we want to prove 
in the entire Section 4). 
4.2.1. LEMMA. Zf r is a stable retraction on a dZ, then 
(a) if(k, h) E r then, for some (unique) i, we have (k, i), (i, i), (i, h) E r; 
(b) r(x) = U {r(i) 1 r(i) < r(x) and (’ ‘) z, z ET] =V {r(i) 1 r(i)<r(x) and 
(i, i)Er}; 
(c) the compact elements of the range of r are exactly the r(k) for 
(k, k) E r. 
(The set of k such that (k, k) E r is exactly the set K mentioned in 2.3.) 
Proof (a) Let h d r(x): then, for some k dx, (k, h) E r. Now 
h < r(k) = r(r(k)); therefore, for some i< r(k) we have (i, h) E r. But 
i< r(k) = r(r(k)); therefore, for some i’6 r(k), we also have (i’, i) E r. 
Composing (by 2.4.l(iv)) (i’, i) and (i, h) we get (i’, II) E r; but i, i’ <r(k). 
Thus by stability i’ = i. 
Let us observe that if (k, i), (k, i”)Er then i, i” are consistent; if 
moreover (i, h), (i”, h) E r then i = i”. Hence i in 5.2(a) is unique. 
(b) Left to the reader, by (a) above. 
(c) If (k, k) E r, then r(k) is a compact element in rg(r): if { yI> is 
directed in rg(r) and r(k) <V yi= U yi, then k< u yj and thus, for some 
i, we have k < yi. It follows that r(k) < r( yi) = yi. 
Conversely, let r(x) be a compact element of rg(r); by (b) above 
r(x) = V (r(k) 1 r(k) < r(x) and (k, k) E r}. Since r(x) is compact, then 
r(x) = r(k,) v ... v r(k,)= (by 4.1) r(r(k,)u ... ur(k,)). 
We have r(k,) u . . . u r(k,) < r(k, u . .. u k,); from the last two 
inequalities we get 
r(x)=r(r(k,)u ... ur(k,))<r(r(k, u .t. uk,))=r(k,u ... uk,). 
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For every i, we have ki < r(k,); therefore, k, v . . . v k,, < 
r(k,)u ... u r(k,,) < r(x). From the last two inequalities we get 
r(x)<r(k,u ... uk,)<r(r(x))=r(x). 
Let k=k,u ... uk,. We proved that kdr(k) =r(x); by 3.2(i) we get 
(k, k) E r. 
COROLLARY. If r is a stable retraction on a dI-domain, then rg(r) is a 
Scott domain. 
Proof By 4.1(b) and (c). 
4.3. Stable Retractions on dI-Domains 
In this subsection we prove the main result of Section 4 (indeed, of the 
entire paper): 
the range of a stable retraction on a dl is still a dl. 
In Section 5 we combine such a technical feature of a dl with an idea in 
Scott (1980), obtaining (if the dl is reflexive) a natural model for the types 
of a higher-order system with Type:Type. 
4.3.1. LEMMA. Let r be a stable retraction on some dI D; then 
(i) the compact elements below every r(k) have the form r(k’), for 
some k’ <k; 
(ii) if y, z erg(r) are consistent and XE rg(r), then x A (y v 2) = 
(x A y) v (x A z); 
(iii) if x, y are consistent in rg(r), then in rg(r) we have 
x A y=r(xnv)=xny. 
Proof: (i) The compact elements below every r(k) are of the form r(k’) 
for some (k’, k’) E r (by 4.2(b)); k’ < r(k’) <r(k) and k < r(k), so that k and 
k’ are consistent. By the definition of trace it follows that k’ <k. 
(ii) (xAy)v(xr\z)<xvx, yvz: it follows that XA(JJVZ)& 
(X A -Y) V (X A Z). 
To show the opposite inequality, since rg(r) is a Scott domain (by (4.2) 
it is enough to suppose r(k) 6 x A (p’ v z), and (k, k) E r (in other words, 
r(k) Compact in rg(r)) and to prove (X A y) v (X A z) 2 r(k). 
From r(k) 6x A (y v z) we deduce that k<r(k) < y v z; by 4.l(ii) we 
know that pluz<yv z = r( y u z). Therefore, k, r(k), ~2, z are consistent. 
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From k d y v z = r( y u z), and (k, k) E r, and k, 1’ u z consistent, we also 
deduce, by minimality of k, that k < .y u z. It follows that 
(x A y) v (x A z) 2 (r(k) A y) v (r(k) A z) 
= (by 4.1) r(r(r(k) n y) u r(r(k) n z)). 
By stability, since r(k), y, z are consistent, and by r(r(t))= r(t), we 
conclude that 
(-x A y) V (-u A z) 2 r((r(k) n y) u (r(k) n z)) 
= (since D is a &and y, z are consistent) r(r(k) n ( y u 2)) 
2 (since y u z, r(k) > k) r(k n k) = r(k). 
(iii) Since r is stable. 
4.3.2. THEOREM. If r is a stable retraction on a dID, then rg(r) is a 
sub-dI of D. 
Proof. Let us observe that (i) and (ii), together with 4.2, tell us that 
rf(r) is a dZ, and that (iii) tells us that the canonical injection j: rg(r ) --, D 
is stable (in other words, rg(r) is a sub-d1 of D). 
5. A RETRACTION MODEL FOR TYPE:TYPE IN d&DOMAINS 
We already announced in Sections 1.3 and 2.3 that, if a dI D is already 
a model of the lambda calculus (that is, if [D + D] is isomorphic to the 
range of a retraction on D), then interpreting p as a retraction with 
range = {retractions on D>, we obtain a model for @pp. Every such model, 
via the interpretation of A*. * in npp, becomes a model for higher-order 
functional languages with Tipe : Type. 
From (Scott, 1980) (in McCracken, 1979a) we know how to deline, for 
a Scott domain D, a finitary retraction p, with range = (finitary retractions 
on D} (that is, the retractions on Scott domain D’ whose range is a Scott 
domain). In a dZD, every range of any retraction on D is a dl; intuitively, 
Scott’s proof already suggests that rg(p) = {retractions on D>. 
However, Scott’s proof works for continuous functions and the pointwise 
order; thus we check, in the remainder of this section, that we can adapt 
Scott’s ideas to stable functions and Berry’s order. 
In Subsection 5.2 we define a stable function p, and in 5.3 we check that 
p is a retraction with range = {retractions on D}. 
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5.1. Some Preliminary Observations 
A reader who already knows the Scott’s proof can begin by reading the 
second V-lemma in 5.3.1, and then look at the main theorem in 5.35. The 
other points need no essential change. 
In the following, we identify f with Tr(f ); for instance, we say (k, h) E f 
instead of (k, h) E Tr(f ). Thus, Berry’s order between stable functions of D 
becomes the inclusion (see 3.3.4). 
We call Ial the number of elements of a finite set a. 
We still remember (see (3.4): 
- For every positive integer k, the kth power is a stable function: 
[D-D]-[D-D]. 
- If J g are finite, then fg finite; therefore, the kth power maps finite 
functions to finite functions. 
-If (i,j)Eg and (j, k)Ef, then (i. k)Efg (see 3.4.1(i)). 
5.2. The Function p 
In this subsection we define a stable function p: [D + D] + [D + D], 
which turns out (in 5.3) to be a correct interpretation of the constant p of 
(the strong form of) @‘JJ. Then, we check the properties of p in increasing 
order: well definition (5.2.3), growth (5.2.4) continuity (5.2.5), stability 
(52.6). 
5.2.1. DEFINITION OF THE STABLE FUNCTION p: [D-D]-+ [D -+D] 
(Scott, 1980). 
p(g)=lJ {vflffinite <f’,g} 
Vf =fk7 if fk=fkt’ 
(if such a k does not exist, we leave Vf undefined). 
Remark (on the Definition of p). Scott’s definition looks a bit obscure 
the first time one reads it. Let us call preretraction a function f such that 
f < f*; then, a more transparent definition for p could be: 
a(g) = greatest preretraction 6 g; 
P(g) = u,,, a( g)” = smallest retraction > a( g ). 
In other words, p(g) is the smallest retraction containing the greatest 
preretraction contained in g. I suppose that Scott found its definition 
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rather amazing, by attempts, considering first “more natural” definitions 
like: 
p(g) = greatest retraction <g; p(g) = smallest retraction Bg; 
P(g) = u,,, IT”, 
which all, it turns out, do not work. The last one, p(g) = u,,, g”, naturally 
leads to the notion of preretraction. 
We now check (in (5.2.6) that p: [D-D] -+ [D -+D] is a stable 
function; but first we need four lemmas (the first V-lemma and three others, 
from 52.3 to 5.25). 
5.2.2. FIRST V-LEMMA. Let f, g be finite and less than or equal to their 
squares; then 
(i) Vf = fif"' and Vf finite; 
(ii) V increasing ; 
(iii) V stable, that is, f, g consistent * V( f  n g) = Vf n Vg. 
Proof: (i) By definition of Vf, we must check that fifi' ' = f'f1+2. It 
follows that Vf is a composition of finite functions, and thus that it is finite. 
Since f is finite, then for 3.2.2(i): 
f(x)=k, if h maximum such that h < x and (h, k) EJ: 
It follows that rg(f) has, at most, 1 f 1 elements. Since f < f ‘, we conclude 
that f(u) <f’(a)... d f3(a) d . . is an increasing chain inside rg(f ), After at 
most 1 f  1 steps, the chain must stop; thus, fly’+’ = fifi+*. 
(ii) Let k = I f  1 + 1 gl + 1; then, by (i), we have Vf = fk, Vg= gk. 
Thus if f  d g then Vf < Vg (the kth power is stable and therefore it is 
increasing in the Berry’s order). 
(iii) Let f ,  g be consistent and suppose k = If I + I gl + 1; then 
(fng)*=f2ng’(the2-powerisstable)Zfng(sincef2~fandg2Bg). 
Hence, Vf n g exists. But If n gl + 1 6 k; therefore, by (i), Vf n g = 
(f n g)k = f” n gk (the k-power is stable) = Vf n Vg. 
5.2.3. LEMMA. p is well defined. 
Proof We must check that {Vf I f  finite <f ‘, g} is directed; by com- 
pleteness of a dZ, it follows that p(g) exists and that it belongs to [D + D]. 
In other words, we must prove that, if Vf and Vf’ belong to the set on the 
right side of the defining equation for p(g), then they have an upper bound 
in the same set. 
We know that f, ,f’ d g; hence, f  u f’ exists. It is finite (by the extension 
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Lemma 3.5.1(b) and it is <g. Moreover (fuf’)’ 2 f” u f12 > f u f’. Then 
Vf u f' exists and is in the same set as Vf, Vg; it is also an upper bound 
of Vf, Vg, since V is increasing. 
5.2.4. LEMMA. p is increasing. 
Proof If g Q g’ and f is finite and 6 f 2, g, then f is finite and <f ‘, 
g’; it follows that the right side of the defining equation of p(g) is included 
in the right side of the defining equation of p( g’). 
52.5. LEMMA. p is continuous. 
Proof If f < f ‘, g then Vf d p(f ). By 5.2.4, p is increasing; hence, 
(p(f) 1 f finite <f 2, g} is a bounded set. Since Vf 6 p(f ), we conclude 
that U (p(f) 1 f linitedf2, g)aU (Vf If finite<f’, g}=p(g). 
But p is increasing; therefore, we also have U {p(f) I f finite < 
f’, g) 6 p(g). 
5.2.6. THEOREM. p: [D + D] --) [D + D] is a stable function. 
Proof. By 5.2.5, it is enough to prove that, if g and g’ are consistent, 
then p(g)np(g’) is <p(gng’). Let (k,h)~p(g)np(g’); then for somef, 
f’ finite such that f <f’, g and f’ <f”, g’ we have (k, h) EVA nVf’. Since 
g and g’ are consistent, then f and f’ are also consistent; by the V-lemma, 
V is stable. Thus (k, h) E V( f n f ‘) 6 p( g n g’). 
5.3. A Retraction p Whose Domain Is Exactly All the Retractions 
In this subsection we complete the work of the entire paper, showing 
that p, as defined in 5.2, has all the required properties to interpret the 
constant p of J./?p (and thus, to interpret the collection Type of all types). 
We need four lemmas (from 5.3.1 to 5.3.4) before the main Theorem 5.3.5 
is introduced. 
5.3.1. SECOND V-LEMMA. Let f g be finite and less than or equal to their 
squares; then 
(i) Vf is a retraction; 
(ii) V is a retraction, in other words VVf =Vf. 
Proof (i)VfoVf=fk.fk(forsomek)=fk(sincefk+l=fk). 
(ii) Vf is finite (by 5.2.2(i)) and it is equal to its square (by (i) 
above); thus, VVf exists and is equal to Vf. 
5.3.2. LEMMA. p is a retraction, 
&U/94/2-8 
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Proof: By definition, 
p(p(g)) = LJ {Vf’ I f’ finite Gf’*, p(g)1 
and 
p(g)=lJ {VfIffinite<f*,s} 
If f is finite <f *, g then Vj” is finite < (Vf )2, p(g) (by 5.3.1(i)). Thus VVf 
(=Vf by 5.3.l(ii)) belongs to the right side of the defining equation of 
p(h)). It follows that p(g) <Mg)). 
Conversely, if f’ finite d f “, p(g) then for some f finite d f ‘, g we have 
f’ < Vf (the set of such Vf is directed by 5.2.3). But then Vf’ < VVf = Vf 
(by 5.3.l(ii)) < p( g); it follows that p(p( g)) < p(g). 
5.3.3. LEMMA. p(g) is a retraction. 
Proof Since the composition is continuous, and by 5.2.3 the set 
u (Vf 1 f finite <f ‘, g} is directed, it follows that 
p(g)op(g)= U {Vf OVf’ 1 f, f’ finite <g and less than, 
or equal to, their squares). 
Let Vf” be an upper bound of Vf, Vf’ in {Vf 1 f finite d f”, gj; then 
we have VfoVf’<Vf”oVf”=(by 5.3.1(i)) Vf”. Conversely, for each .f” 
finite <f I’*, g, if we put f=f’=f” we have (by 5.3.1(i)) VfoVf’= 
Vf” o Vf” = Vf “. It follows that the sets of all Vf 0 Vf’ and of all Vf” have 
the same upper bound, as wished. 
5.3.4. LEMMA. If r is a retraction, then p(r) d r. 
Proof: If f finite <f’, r then f” d rk = r, for every positive integer k. 
We conclude that Vf < r, and therefore p(r) < r. 
5.3.5. THEOREM. Let D be a dl. Then p (defined in 5.2.1) is a retraction 
on [D + D], ulhose range consists exactly of all retractions on D. 
Proof: By 5.3.2, p is a retraction, and by 5.3.3 each point in its range 
is a retraction. It still remains to prove 
r retraction * p(r) = r. 
By 5.3.4 we already know that p(r) 6 r; the proof that p(r) 2 r is the onI?. 
point in the entire paper inhere stability is reall?t needed. 
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Suppose (k, h) E r; we must prove that (k, h) E p(r). By 4.2, for some 
(unique) i we have (k, i), (i, i), (i, h) E r. Let fk,h be the smallest function d r 
and containing such four points; it is finite (see 3.5) and we prove 
fk.hG (fd. 
It will follow that (k, h)EVfk,,, <p(r); that is, r <p(r), as wished. 
Let us first check that (k, h), (k, i), (I, i), (i, h) E (fj.,?)‘: 
- composing (k, i) and (i, h) we get (k, h) E (fk,h)2; 
~ composing (k, i) and (i, i) we get (k, i) E (fk,h)2; 
-composing (i, i) and (i, i) we get (i, i)E (fk,h)Z; 
-composing (i, i) and (i, h) we get (j, h) E (fk.h)2. 
By minimality of fk,h in r, and (f&)2 <r* = r, it follows that fk,h < (,fk,h)2. 
Remark. Let us observe that every retraction s < r and containing (k, h) 
must contain, for some i’, (k, i’), (i’, i’), (i’, h); these pairs are also in r, 
thus i’ = i. Then s contains j;,,,, by minimality of fk,h in r. It follows that 
Vfk,h d s; that is, V,fk,h is the smallest retraction br and containing (k, h). 
6. THE MODELS OF @p: A CATEGORICAL DESCRIPTION 
In this section we give a categorical outlook of the work up to now, 
looking for a description of Aj3p models more general than the one 
linked with denotational semantics (with Scott domains, dl-domains, 
qualitative domains). We expose a solution of Asperti and Longo (1989), 
characterizing, in categorical terms, the applicative structure which are 
models of ,l/lp. 
From an algebraic viewpoint, a model of the strong form of Q3p can 
be defined as an applicative structure A (= (A, .), with binary operation 
on A) which is a model of the lambda calculus (a lambda model) and has 
an element p satisfying Rl, R2, R3. We are looking for a translation of it 
in categorial terms; we first sketch some ideas, and we then develop them 
in category theory. 
Let Ret(A) be the set of retractions on A: the assumption “A is a model 
of Ifip”; that is, “there is a retraction whose range is the set of all retrac- 
tions “could be nai’vely written as “Ret(A) E Ret(A)” (where the Ret(A) on 
the right side of E must be considered as the set of ranges of all retractions). 
We give to the “Ret(A)E Ret(A) “the precise meaning of “Ret(A) is 
an internal category of Ret(A)“; to do this we need to view Ret(A) as an 
internal category of a category E with all finite limits. 
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6.1. The Cartesian Closed Categories Ret(A) and PER,. 
In this subsection we describe a categorical structure for Ret(A), inside 
a wider category PER,. 
If A is a lambda model, we can define, for each pair of elements a, h of 
A, the following elements of A: 
a+b=Ax.(bo.uc,a), 
a x b = ix. [a(fst(x)), b(snd(x))] 
([ , ] is the interpretation in A of the pairing function definable in the 
lambda calculus and fst, snd are the corresponding projections). 
The reader may check that if a, b are retractions, a + b and a x b also are 
retractions. 
6.1.1. DEFINITION. The category Ret(A) has: 
- objects: the retractions on A, 
- a set of morphisms from a to b: the range of the retraction a + b. 
6.1.2. LEMMA. Ret(A) is a Cartesian closed category. 
Proof Hint. Define fst: a x b + a, snd: a x b --f b, by a(fst(x)) and 
b(snd(x)); eval from (a + b) x a to h as Ix. (bofst(x)oa)(snd(x)), and, for 
each f:cxa+b, A(f):c-(a-fb) as lx~~.f([x,Ty]). 
If A is a lambda model, we can define, for each pair of partial 
equivalence relations R, S of domains included in A, the following partial 
equivalence relations: 
x(R + S)y iff aRb implies x(a) Sy(b) for every a, b of A 
x( R x S)y iff fst(x) R fst( ,j) and snd(x) S snd( y). 
The reader may check that the defined relations are still partial 
equivalence relations. 
61.3. DEFINITION. Let A be a lambda model. The category PER, of 
partial equivalence relations has: 
- objects: the partial equivalence relations of domain included in A, 
- a set of morphisms from R to S: the equivalence classes of R -+ S. 
6.1.4. LEMMA. PER, is a Cartesian closed category and has all finite 
limits. 
Proof Hint. Define fst : R x S + R, snd: R x S + S, eval: (R + S) x R 
+ S as the corresponding functions of lambda calculus; if f: C x A + B 
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define A(f): C+ (A -+ B) by ix-v.f( [x, -Y]). The result is completely 
proved, then, if one shows that there exist equalizers for any pair of 
morphisms. Choose, as equalizer of f, g: R + S, the morphism U: U + R 
defined by u = id, over U= R restricted to (u E dam(R) 1 f(a) Sg(a)}. 
6.2. Ret(A) as Internal Categor-v of a Category E (with Finite Limits) 
In this subsection we translate “Ret(A)E Ret(A)” in precise categorial 
terms, using Moggi-Asperti’s notion of internalization (leaving to the next 
subsection the proof that the translation is correct). 
Let A be an object of a category E (with finite limits) such that AA exists. 
We can internalize in E, i.e., express in the language of E the notion of 
“set Ret(A) of all retractions on A” as the equalizer (Ret(A), q) of the 
following diagram: 
id 
Ret(A) --;--+ A.4 - 
;r7?‘A’ 
4 
where %-f-f 0.f is the formalization in E of the function “twice” of lambda 
calculus (its definition is A(evalz (id x eval)) 0 (id, id)). 
Since q equalizes id and 2f.f of, its domain Ret(A) formalizes in E the 
set (fE-4 I f=fo.f}. i.e., the set of retractions of A. 
6.2.1. THEOREM (Asperti and Longo, 1989). Ret(A) is an internal 
category of E. 
Proof: See Asperti and Longo (1989). 
We are now ready for the crucial definition of this subsection. 
6.2.2. DEFINITION. Let A, E, q be as above. Ret(A) is internal to Ret(A) 
w.r.t. E iff there is a n: AA + Ret(A) such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
id 
Ret(A) A AA $ -; A* 
4 if. / / 
That is, zq = idReltA), and therefore q7c is a retraction on AA whose range 
is Ret(A), the set of retractions on A; our definition formalizes exactly the 
requirements RI, R2, R3’ for p in Qp. 
6.3. Correctness of the Categorical Translation 
In this subsection we check that “Ret(A) is internal to Ret(A) w.r.t. 
PER.” soundly translates the fact that “the lambda model A is a model of 
@p.” 
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6.3.1. THEOREM. Let A he an applicative structure which is a model of the 
lambda calculus (for instance, a “reflexive object” in a Cartesian closed 
category). Then 
A is a model of (the strong form of) Il/?p o Ret(A) 
is internal to Ret(A) w.r.t. PER,. 
Proof: 
=F- Let A be a lambda model; A can be considered a partial 
equivalence relation of domain A and graph the diagonal (the identity) 
of A. With this identification, in the diagram above we can choose AA as 
the set of all (elements of A which are) functions on A, with the identity 
still as the equivalence relation; Af. f 0.f becomes exactly the function 
“twice” of lambda calculus. Therefore q =id E A, together with the set 
Ret(A) of all the retractions on A (and still the identity as equivalence 
relation), forms the equalizer (Ret(A), q) of id and 2f.f 0 fin PER,. Now 
the interpretation z of the constant p in A satisfies rc E AA + Ret(A), and 
rc(x) = x for every x of Ret(A) (by the axioms R2, R3’). Thus, rco q = 
rt 0 id = rr E Ret(A) + Ret(A) and, in Ret(A) -+ Ret(A), x is equivalent to id. 
e Let n, q be as in the diagram above, and choose AA as the range 
of j=,Ixy.x(y), Ret(A) as (xeA 1 x~.Y=x) (both with the identity as 
equivalence relation); define p as qon ~j. 
We know that j(x) =x, for each x in AA, and nq(x) =x, for each .Y 
in Ret(A); therefore p~p=qcn~joqc7Coj=qn(IIoq)3n:@j=qo7coj=p. 
Moreover, p(A)=q~j(A)=qp(A~)=q(Ret(A))= jx~A 1 x~x=x>. Thus, 
we can conclude that our p satisfies RI, R2, R3’. 
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